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Schedule Your FREE  
“Get-Your-Mind-Right” Clarity Conversation 
The clarity-inducing, purpose-exploring, ah-ha-having conversation 

you need to leap into the career and life you desire. 
 
Confession time … 
 
Life hasn’t been going exactly as you planned. 
 
You have the college degree. 
 
You have the “good-paying job.” 
 
And you have the incredible family.  
 
But “something” has paralyzed you from dancing into your dream career and living your 
BEST life. 
 
And what’s worse, you have no idea what that “something is.” 
 
Now, before I tell you how to push away the boulder blocking you from cha-chaing into 
the job and life you want, please allow me to introduce myself: 
 
I’m __________, purpose driver, success igniter + certified career coach. For more than 
20 years, I've successfully navigated a diverse range of leadership and management 
roles in Corporate America.  
 
[Insert # of years] years ago, I decided to “take my talents” to the coaching world and 
deliver heart-centered, practical advice to ambitious professionals who crave a strategic 
way to turn their most formerly unattainable career and life goals into reality. 
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And now I’m here to identify what’s holding you back from strolling into your “happy 
place” and provide you with an actionable plan to put you on the path to success (as 
YOU define it). 
 
[YES, I WANT CLARITY NOW] 
 
During our mind-blowing 30 minutes together, I’ll dig deep into your heart (and brain) to 
uncover that core “something” blocking you from blessing the world with your 
awesomeness and basking in the glory of a fulfilled life. 
 
Here are some highlights on what you’ll experience during our conversation: 
 

• Your jaw will likely drop to your knees a few times as you experience life-
changing ah-ha moments. 

• Your soul will smile, and your journey will become clear as you finally have the 
words to answer: “Where do I go from here?” 

• You’ll wipe away mental clutter and discover how to balance family and business 
without sacrificing your sanity and well-being. 

And best of all, you’ll walk away with a confusion-killing transformation roadmap so you 
understand the exact steps you’ll need to take to leap into the career and life you desire. 
 
[YES, I WANT CLARITY NOW] 
 
Listen … I know you’re frustrated and you feel trapped right now. I know because I’ve 
been there – wallowing in a sea of confusion with nowhere to turn or no one to pull me 
out of the hurricane of hurt, frustration and anxiety I grappled with for years. 
 
But I found a way to balance kids, business and bliss and now I’m here to help you 
explore your real purpose and gracefully strut into your greatness.  
 
All you gotta do today is take a deep breath, open your heart and mind and schedule 
your FREE “Get-Your-Mind-Right” Session. I’ll take it from there. 
 
[YES, I WANT CLARITY NOW] 
 
 


